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Reactions of photolytically prepared hot deuterium atoms with OCS have been investigated: (i)
under gas phase, single collision, arrested relaxation (i.e., bulk) conditions; and (ii) by
photoinitiating reactions within weakly bound OCS-DI complexes. Nascent ~SD(X 211,v=O)
rotational, spin-orbit, and A-doublet populations were obtained for the photolysis wavelengths
250, 225, and 223 nm by using A ‘8 +X ‘II laser induced fluorescence (LIF). The reason for
using deuterium is strictly experimental: A 28 predissociation rates are considerably smaller for
SD than for SH. The SD (v=O) rotational distribution was found to be very cold and essentially
the same for both bulk and complexed conditions; the most probable rotational energy is - 180
cm -I. No bias in A-doublet populations was detected. Spin-orbit excitation for bulk conditions
is the upper spin-orbit component. This
was estimated to be [2111&[21113,2]
-0.25, where 2111,,2
ratio could not be obtained with complexesbecauseof limited S/N. The complete set of present
and past experimental findings, combined with recent theoretical results of Rice, Cartland, and
Chabalowski suggesta mechanismin which SD derives from a very short lived HSCO precursor.
This can result from direct hydrogen attack at the sulfur and/or the transfer of hydrogen from
carbon to sulfur via the HCOS intermediate.

INTRODUCTION

Studies of reactions of fast hydrogen atoms with triatomic molecules-both under gas phase, single collision,
arrested relaxation (i.e., bulk) conditions, and photoinitiated within weakly bound complexes-have proven vehicular to furthering our understanding of chemical changein
these prototypical systems. The past decadehas witnessed
a surge of activity in this area, as concentrated efforts, both
experimental and theoretical, have addressedfundamental
issuessuch as mechanism, stereospecificity, dynamics, statistics, etc. Much of this has paid off, and it now appears
that a quantitative understanding may be within reach for
at least some of these tetratomic systems. For example,
studies of the important combustion reaction
H=CO &HOC0 &OH+ CO were carried out using
weakly bound precursor complexesthat are known to have
qualitatively different ground state geometries, i.e., quasilinear CO,-HCl vs inertially T-shaped C02-HBr and
CO,-HI. *-‘* These different structures enabled different
hydrogen approachesto be examined, and the experiments
revealed a remarkable degree of entrance channel regiospeciticity, i.e., a large steric effect favoring broadside
over end-on approaches.(We take the term “broadside” to
include all possible sideways approaches,though only collisions at the oxygen site are reactive in the H+C02 system.) Such experiments provided insight into the entrance
channel transition state.
The somewhat more complicated H + N20 system provides additional challenges.15-17p19-23
The presenceof two
chemically distinct product channels ( OH+N2 and NH
+NO) brings up further questions of site specificity and
mechanism under bulk conditions and in photoinitiated
weakly bound complexes. For example, what are the respective roles of initial hydrogen attack at the terminal

nitrogen vs at the oxygen?From what is known about the
potential energy surface (PES),19 one might think that
product OH can be produced via two mechanisms: (i)
direct attack at the oxygen; and (ii) initial attack at the
nitrogen to form an HNNOT intermediate, followed by
hydrogen migration to- the oxygen side. However, it
was shown that under bulk conditions the indirect
1,3-hydrogenshift mechanism is responsiblefor at least the
majority of the OH production.23 How the environment
presentedby N20-HI precursor complexes influences the
mechanism awaits further scrutiny.
The H + CO2 and H + N20 systemshave inspired other
experimental studies and have benefited from complementary theoretical work. On the other hand, the reaction of
hot hydrogen atoms with OCS, which is isovalent with
CO,, has received relatively little attention. Though it offers several important advantagesover the H+,N,O and
H+CO, systems,such as two detectableproduct channels
with the possibility of selectively accessingthe higher energy channel by using complexes, experimental work has
been relatively limited and only recently has theoretical
work become available to help discern reaction mechanisms.24’25
In this paper, we report nascent SD (X ‘II) rotational,
spin-orbit, and A-doublet populations obtained for the
photolysis wavelengths 250, 225, and 223 run under bulk
conditions and with complexes.The reason for using deuterium is strictly experimental; detection is easier for SD
than SH, as discussed below. In the reaction with OCS,
there are two distinct product channels which have been
observedby other groups as well as in our laboratory;2’“0
OCS+D+CS+OD,

+CO+SD,

AH= 19 230 cm-‘,

(1)

AH= -3590 cm-‘.

(2)
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or trays-HOCS, barriers of -9CKHl cm-’ and
- 14000 cm-‘, respectively, must be -overcome which
makes exiting viathe entrance channel a more likely pro-p&s: .Nonetheless,since we are only sensitive to products,
the HCOS intermediate can bea viable source of SD and
OD. Finally, hydrogen attack at the oxygen can lead to
6H+CS. There are entrance channel barriers of - 10 000
cm-’ and -9300 cm-’ leading to cis- and tram-HOCS,
--respectively. For cis-HOCS, no correlation to OH+CS was
: found,% but trans-HOCS goes to OH + CS with no barrier
other than the reaction endothermicity.
Earlier experimental work on H+OCS revealed a 300
‘K rateconstant of 1.4~ 1O-‘4 cm3 molecule-’ s-l and an
activation energy of 1350 cm-‘. No attempt was made to
infer the detailed reaction mechanism.27P28
Insight into the
FIG. 1. Energy level diagram for the H+OCS potential energy surface
mechanism was gained experimentally through studies of
showing the minima and saddle point energies calculated at the PUMP4/
the internal energiesof the SD and OD products.30The SD
PUMP2/6-31G**
level (Ref. 24). Relative energies are given in cm-‘.
rotational population obtained under bulk conditions was
found to be nonstatistical (very cold), while the rotational
population of the OD fragment could be fitted with a simFigure 1 shows an energy diagram for the H+OCS
ple statistical model.30Hausler et al. pointed out that their
system.24The values used for the construction of this diagram are those calculated by Rice, Cartland, and Chaba- data (taken under bulk conditions) could be reconciled by
deuterium attack at the sulfur, yielding a short-lived interlowski, and are given in Table I.24 Under bulk conditions,
mediate
for reaction (2).30 However, the question of
the hydrogen atom can attack at three different sites; (i)
whether
reaction
favors broadside or end-on approaches
the S end, forming HSCO, (ii) the central C atom, forming
could
not
be
settled.
The study reported here presents naHCOS, and (iii) the 0 end, forming HOCS. Hydrogen
scent
SD
rotational
distributions
obtained under bulk conatoms attacking the sulfur end face entrance channel barditions
and
with
complexes.
The
SD rotational distriburiers of w-4000 cm-’ and - 5500 cm-’ leading to cistions
obtained
with
complexes
may, in principle, reveal the
HSCO and Puns-HSCO, respectively. Once past the enattack direction, provided there is minimal interference
trance channel barrier, HS-CO bond cleavage occurs
from
the nearby halogen atom.
without the involvement of a long lived intermediate, leavThe
nascent CO product from reaction (2) has been
ing no time for randomization of internal energy. Hydrostudied
under
bulk conditions by Nickolaisen et al., who
gen attack at the central carbon proceedsover an entrance
found
it
to
be
rotationally and vibrationally colder than
barrier which is comparable to that for sulfur atom attack
predicted
on
statistical
grounds.25Consequently, they inand leads to the formation of a relatively stable HCOS
voked end-on hydrogen attack at the sulfur. On the other
intermediate.24 For the reaction to proceed further to
hand, the amount of CO vibrational excitation could not be
reconciled with a Franck-Condon analysis basedon a sudden changeof the CO bond length from that in OCS to that
TABLE I. Relative energies (cm-‘) of species on the H+OCS potential
of
free CO.25Specifically, this yielded less CO vibrational
energy surface at the configurations shown in Fig. 1 (taken from Ref. 24).
energy than was observedexperimentally, suggestingthat a
a
H+OCS
0
small amounts-ofenergy is probably coupled into the CO
b
SH+CO
-4029
stretch of the HSCO intermediate during reaction.
OH+CS
20 jl8
Important questionsremain. Is migration, such as that
z
HCOS
-3781
involved in the H-l-N20 system, responsible for the
e
tram-HSCO
-3620
amount of vibrational excitation found for CO? Is shortf
ci.s-HSCO
-2665
trans-HOCS
1315
lived HSCO reached by direct attack or by migration?
i2
cis-HOCS
1581
From an end-on approach or from a broadside approach?
i
OH-CS
18 418
Are there mechanistic differences between bulk and comH+OCS-+HOCS
4512
plexed
conditions?
;
H+OCS + tram-HSCO
5512
We believe that a consistent picture can now be put
H + OCS + cis-HSCO
4194
1
m
H+OCS+fruns-HOCSforth based on; (i) all past and present experimental re93%
H+OCS-c&HOCS
n
10 161
sults; and (ii) recent theoretical studies.24,25
0

P
9
r
S

t
”

HCOS - tram-HSCO
HCOS -+ tram-HOCS
tram-HSCO + cis-HSCO
frons-HSCO AH+
CO
cis-HSCO - SH+ C(11
trans-HOCS -t &-HOC%
fruns-HOCS+OH-CS

tram-HSCO

9125
13 969
-1126
-2840
- 1927
5701
19 114

EXPERIMENT

The experimental arrangement is shown schematically
in Fig. 2. A full description has been given previously,23so
only details germane to the current study are presented
here. For 300 K bulk experiments, OCS and DI entered
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FIG. 2. Schematic drawing of the experimental arrangement.

the chamber through separate inlets. Reactions were then
initiated in flowing samples of typically 50% OCS and
50% DI at 40 mTorr total chamber pressure. SD (X 211)
nascent populations were obtained by using laser induced
fluorescence (LIF); A 2X+X 211transitions were excited
at wavelengths 322-330 nm. The delay between the excitation and probe lasers was 100 ns. As stated above, DI
was preferred over HI for experimental convenience; SD
(A 28) predissociation rates are an order of magnitude
smaller than those for SH, making SD more desirable for
laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) studies.31-33The predissociation lifetime of SD(A 28+, v=O) was measured by
Fried1 et al. and was found to be 26Ort 100 ns.32 The
change in predissociation lifetime with increasing rotational quantum number N was found to be small up to
N= 1O.32For the evaluation of our spectra, this was carefully taken into account.
The broad DI absorption spectrum allows the photolysis wavelength to be varied considerably by using the doubled output of an excimer-laser-pumpeddye laser. DI was
photolyzed at 250, 225, and 223 nm. Photodissociation of
DI(DBr) yields both ground state X( 2P3,2) and excited
state X(2P,,2), where X=I, Br. Thus, D atoms are produced with two different kinetic energies. Though the kinetic energiescorresponding to X( 2P1,2) are insufficient to
produce OD for any of the photolysis wavelengths, both
slower and faster deuterium atoms contribute to SD production. The reported SD populations therefore reflect
contributions from both D atoms for all photolysis wavelengths.
An important fact is that OCS and DI( DBr) can react
heterogeneouslyto yield D2S and/or other unwanted species. Therefore, simultaneous contact of OCS and
DI(DBr) with surfaces should be minimized. In previous
experiments with OCS-DI complexes,306CS and DI were
mixed in a cylinder prior to entering the nozzle. Unfortunately, it was not possible to eliminate heterogeneousprocesses completely by cleaning and/or coating the cylinder. For the present studies, an additional method was
developed. DI was expanded through a pulsed nozzle
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(0.25 mm diam) ,at backing pressures of 1000-1300 Torr
and OCS was injected into this expansion with a separate
cw expansion (0.2 mm diam, 500-800 Torr backing pressure) that is very close to-and merges with-the DI expansion. With this arrangement, the chamber pressure
could be maintained at - 10B4Torr. For experiments with
premixed samples, typical relative concentrations were 7%
OCS, 2% DI, and 91% He. For the “merged-expansions”
approach, mixtures of 7% OCS, 2%-5 % DI, and 88%91 % He were used. Nozzle effluents were monitored with
a mass spectrometer; about 20% of the cluster ion signals
were higher than binary for both methods. Optimized
OCS-DI+ signals were about five times weaker for the
merged-expansion approach than for premixed samples.
Reactions in higher-than-binary complexes do therefore
contaminate the observedSD distributions to some degree,
but we do not believe this will change the conclusions reported here. Nascent SD populations were observed 70 ns
after photolysis. To ensure that SD product derived from
complexes and not bimolecular reaction, signal amplitudes
were monitored while the pump-probe delay was varied.
No buildup time was observed.
RESULTS

(SD) LIF spectra were obtained under bulk conditions
and with complexes; Fig. 3 shows representative parts of
the spectra. Figure 3(b) is the first reported spectrum for
SD obtained under complexed conditions for the reaction
of hot D atoms with OCS. Signals were normalized for
laser intensities, pressures (bulk conditions), and mass
spectrometer signals (complexes). Transitions were assigned with a spectrum calculated from published molecular constants.34135
Comparisons were made to the spectrum of Weiner et aL36
Rotational level distributions (RLDs) for the ‘IIs,,
lower spin-orbit state were obtained from fits to the spectra. It was not possible to obtain RLDs for the 2111,2upper
spin-orbit state because of low S/N. Figure 4 therefore
shows only the 2113,2RLD (225 nm photolysis). Within
the experimental uncertainty, no bias in the A-doublet populations was observed. This, as well as a bias favoring the
lower spin-orbit state, agreeswith earlier results.30Only an
estimate can be given for the total 2111,2population relative
to the total 2113,Zp o p ulation: [211&[2113,2]
-0.25. Comparison with the data of Hausler et al. suggeststhat this
ratio increaseswith excessenergy.3o
The RLD for 250 nm photolysis is decidedly nonstatistical, peaking at’- 180 cm-‘; see Fig. 5. This is extremely
cold considering that 18 170 cm-’ is available for product
excitations.-RLDs obtained with 225 and 223 nm photolysis (corresponding to excessenergiesof 22 400 and 22 780
cm-l,
respectively) are essentially the same.
To ensure that the SD product observed with complexes does not derive from a D,S contaminant, experiments were carried out in the two different ways mentioned
above. In addition, DI was photolyzed at 250 nm to ensure
that the small D2S contamination present in the system is
not the source of the observed SD. Spectra obtained with
both methodsare the samewithin experimental limits. Af-
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ter checking the signal rise time, choosing an appropriate
photolysis wavelength, and employing the merged expansions to eliminate premixing of O.CS and DI, we are confident that the observedRLDs are due to the reaction of D
with OCS in a complex. The RLD obtained under these
conditions is shown in Fig. 6. Note that the RLDs obtained
--<imderbulk and complexed conditions are essentially the
Sam;- i.e., quite cold, peaking at - 180 cm-‘. A comparison & presentedin Fig. 7.
Bias in the A-doublet states is not detectable with the
present experimental limits. Relative populations of the
two spin-orbit states cannot be given since the upper state
was not recorded due to low S/N. With complexes,
J- 10.5 (2113,2)was the highest observed rotational state;
under bulk conditions the highest observed J values are
14.5 (2113,2)and 5.5 (2111,2).
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2
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FIG. 5.. SD(u=O) rotational distributions for bulk conditions and diierent photolysis wavelengths, averaged over the R,, , PI,, and Q,, branches.
Open circles, filled circles, and open squares are for 250,225, and 223 um,
respectively.
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for bulk and complexed con-

DISCUSSION

Experimentally, the H(D) + OCS system is well characterized. Every product except CS has been observedand
E, V,R, T distributions have been measuredfor several photolysis wavelengths. Despite this, the reaction mechanism
has yet to be established unambiguously. In the following
discussion, possible mechanisms will be inferred from scrutiny of the experimental data and the recently available
p~~s.%25

At this point, it seemsreasonableto take a look at the
present and previous data and at the mechanistic implications of those results. SD rotations are strikingly cold. A
prior distribution37 is sufficient to illustrate the large difference between the data and a statistical rotational distribution, as shown in Fig. 8. The prior peaks at N- 30 while
the data peak at N-6. This is a very large effect which
clearly shows that statistical models of product state distributions are not applicable to this reaction. As stated
above, our results are uncontaminated by secondary reac-

0

.

,
I
20
40
Rotational Quantum Number

01
60

FIG. 8. SD(u=O) rotational population as a function of quantum number. Dark circles show experimental results (250 nm photoiysis, bulk
conditions); open circles are a prior distribution.
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tions that could give rotationally cold SD, the most likely
of which is
S(lD)+~GD+I,
(3)
where S( ‘D) is produced by OCS photodissociation. Because of the. small absorption cross section at 250 nm (4
X 1cM2i cm2), OCS photodissociation is minimal.38 Furthermore, distributions obtained at 223 and 225 nm are
consjstently the same as the- one obtained at 250 nm. At
these shorter wavelengths OCS does dissociate, but the absorption cross section is orders of magnitude smaller than
that of DI.38 Using 193 nm photolysis, Hiiusler et al. measured the SD concentration due to reaction (3) relative to
the SD concentration due to the reaction of D -atoms with
OCS.30Even with DC1 as a precursor, the fraction of SD
caused by S (‘D) + DC1 was negligible.3oWe therefore believe that under our conditions rotational populations obtained at 223 and 225 nm reflect the reaction of D with
ocs.
The SD rotational distribution obtained with complexes is very similar to that obtained under bulk conditions. We have taken severe precautions to prevent heterogeneous reaction of DI and OCS, as described in the
experimental section. In addition, DI was photolyzed at
250 nm. Thus, we are confident that we were able to eliminate unwanted sources of SD, and that the RLDs shown
in Figs. 6 and 7 reflect SD produced by the D+OCS reaction photoinitiated in complexes, with some contributions from higher-than-binary complexes. At first sight, the
distribution seems to suggestthat the reaction mechanism
does not change when going from bulk conditions to complexes. This is not necessarily the case. In the H +N20
system, the OH population measured with complexes is
influenced by interactions with the nearby halogen
atom.8Pg’16
Such interactions cannot be excluded apriori for
OCS-DI complexes.
Interestingly, for the high energy NH+NO channel of
the H+N20 -system, NH rotational distributions are
slightly colder with complexes than under bulk conditions,
though both distributions are qualitively similar. This was
attributed in part to the squeezedatom effect.2r3*23P25,26,3g
,.The. OD rotational distributions of the high energy
CS+bD channel are similar for bulk and complexed conditions and do not-reflect a squeezedatom effect (see Figs.
q-and 1.0).“0~Smce
.’ the excessenergy is small ( 1670 cm-‘)
the near-statistical OD rotational distribution is~not surprising. Specifically, Rice. ft a( attribute. this to a weakly
bound~.lin&r ODCS species (structure i in Fig. 1) .24Under
the present conditions, rotational cooling attributable to
the squeezedatom effect might be outside our resolution,
i.e., modest S/N makes conclusions based on the OD distribution obtained with complexes unwarranted.
Studies of the CO product can further help to establish
the reaction mechanism, since predissociation of SD A22
levels ,precludesthe possibility of a full characterization of
SD internal energy states, namely, making it impractical to
obtain relative populations for the higher vibrational levels.
Nascent CO was found to be colder rotationally and vibrationally than was predicted on statistical grounds, with
energy preferentially channeledinto c.m. translation.25The
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authors also carried out a Franck-Condon analysis of CO
vibrations based on a sudden change of the. C-O bond
length from that in OCS to that of free CO.25The measured CO vibrational distribution was slightly hotter than
the calculated distribution.
All results point to a very short lived DSCO reaction
intermediate. However, the question remains: Does deuterium attach initially to the oxygen, the carbon, or the sulfur? If it attaches initially to the oxygen and subsequently
migrates to the sulfur, the CO will probably be vibrationally excited unless there is a significant local minimum
for the HCOS structure. For example, note that the
1,3-hydrogen shift, HNNO-+NNOH+ N,+OH, leaves
the N2 with -20 000 cm-’ of vibrational energy.23
The CO deriving from reaction (2) is in no way similar
to the N2 from the H+ N20 reaction- if. even has slightly
less vibrational excitation than predicted on statistical
grounds. Alternatively, hydrogen attachment to the sulfur
need not change the CO bond length significantly. Consequently, we calculated Franck-Condon factors for diierent. C-O lengths projected onto free CO, as shown in Fig.
11. The measured CO vibrational distribution decreases
monotonically, which is best reflected by Franck-Condon
0
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FIG. 11. Bar graphs of the experimental vibrational population and calculated Franck-Condon
factors 1{YM Iv3 12 vs vibrational quantum
number. Shaded bars correspond to the experimental CO vibrational distribution (Ref. 27). Unshaded bars correspond to mean C-O separations
of 1.16, 1.20, and 1.24 A, respectively.

factors that use a C-O length close to that in OCS. Small
differencesare easily accounted for by the crudenessof the
assumptions made in the calculation. The experimental
findings cannot be reconciled with the substantial CO bond
lengthening expectedfor a rapid 1,3 shift mechanism analogous to that found in the H + N,O system. They are consistent with the C-O length not changing much from that.
in OCS. On the basis of these considerations, we deduce
that deuterium attacks sulfur directly and/or that the transient DCOS species is the immediate precursor of shortlived DSC0.24
For direct deuterium attack at the sulfur, does reaction
favor broadside or end-on approaches? To discuss this
point, we refer to Fig. 12 for H+CO,, which shows v
orbital and nonbonding oxygen orbitals. For’end-on attack
the hydrogen 1s orbital overlaps with the nonbonding orbital from the oxygen, which has predominant s character.
Tl& ititeracti& is repulsive.16For broadside attack, the
hydrbgen orbital overlaps with the r orbitals of the CO
double bond. This s+- interaction is the only one known to
rea&‘” Since the same qualitative considerations are expected to apply for H+OCS, we conclude that deuterium
will react from broadside approaches,and we anticipate a
relatively small reaction probability for end-on approaches.
Figure 13 shows calculated geometries for the transition
states which lead to cis- and tram-HSCO, taken from the
work of Rice et a1.24These structures support the premise
that broadside approachesare reactive.
Recently, the structure of HBr-OCS has been measured by using high resolution spectroscopy. It was found
to be quasilinear, with the hydrogen believed bonded to the
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.

isotropy of the repulsive exit channel interaction3’ In the
caseof D +-OCS, exit channel repulsion will not put torque
on SD becausethe cm. sits essentially on the sulfur. The
anisotropy of the repulsive interaction is probably small,
and the resulting SD rotations are cold. The experimental
findings for the cluster experiments suggestthat the mechanism.does not change, but it is notepossible to discuss this
issue with certainty before the interactions of SD with the
nearby halogen atom have been clarified.
tiONtiLUSlONS

FIG. 12. CO, valence orbitals. (a) End-on hydrogen approach is repel&I
by nonbonding oxygen orbitals. (b) Broadside hydrogen approach results
in reactive overlap with an oxygen T orbital.

oxygen.JOThough reasonable,this was unanticipated, since
both C02-HBr and N20-HBr
are inertially T
shap& . 151f,41,42 It will be important to measure the HIOCS structure. Hopefully, a useful comparison can then be
made between photoinitiated reactions in HBr-OCS and
HI-OCS complexes.
Reaction via the SD +CO channel proceedsat energies
that are well above any well depths along this reaction
coordinate. Thus, it is likely that the dynamics do not
reflect the equilibrium features of the PES. For reaction to
take place at all, the incident deuterium must be slowed
considerably. However, once the C-S interaction is repulsive, the rotational distribution in SD will mirror the an-

Q

H+OCS

--%

trans-HSCO

H

1.35 k

103.20”

176.78”

FIG. 13. Geometry of transition structures leading to cis- and trunsHSCO, respectively (Ref. 24). Bond lengths are given in bi.

I ,The SD(V=O) rotational distributions obtained from
reaction (2) under bulk conditions and with complexes
have been- found to be very cold; they peak near N=6,
while on statistical grounds they are expectedto peak near
Ns: 30:..Furthermore, the distributions are essentially the
same~with complexes and under bulk conditions, suggesting the possibility of a common mechanism.
The OD rotational distributions from the high energy
CS +OD channel are similar under bulk and complexed
conditions. Little excess energy is available over the endothermicity of this channel. No marked squeezedatom
effect was observed, but modest S/N precludes further interpretation.
The measured CO vibrational distribution25 cannot be
reconciled with the substantial CO bond lengthening expected for a rapid 1,3-hydrogen shift mechanism, such as
the one observed for the OH+N2 channel in the H+N20
system. On the contrary, the CO vibrational distribution
decreasesmonotonically and is even slightly colder than
statistical predictions. Based on the fact that the measured
vibrational distribution is best reflected by Franck-Condon
factors for a CO--O length that is slightly longer than the
equilibrium bond length of CO in OCS, we conclude that
under bulk conditions deuterium either attacks the sulfur
directly or gets to the sulfur via the HCOS intermediate.
Specifically, there is not a rapid 1,3-hydrogen shift from
the oxygen to the sulfur. The H+OCS system differs from
the H+C02 and H+N,O systems in an important way;
the HCOs structure is relatively stable, as reported in the
recent theoretical study of Rice, Cartland, and Chabalowski.24
Under bulk conditions, we argue by analogy with the
isovalent H-t-CO, system that deuterium attack of sulfur
from an end-on approach is unfavorable compared to attack from the side. Specifically, in end-on approaches the
hydrogen k-orbital interacts with a nonbonding sulfur orbital, and this interaction is most likely repulsive. On the
other hand, we believe that interactions of the 1s orbital
with the P orbitals of the CS double bond are reactive. It is
also possible for reaction to proceed via HCOS, in which
case there is no counterpart in the H+ COz and H+N20
systems.
With complexes, we point out the recent measurements of Hu, Chappell, and Sharpe,40in which a quasilinear BrH-OCS structure is reported. In itself, this is a major
finding, as it impacts our understanding of the qualitative
differencesthat can occur with isovalent moieties in weakly
bound systems.The BrH-OCS complex is expected to be
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very floppy. This structure is consistent with observations
made with photoexcited OCS-HBr complexes. (i) The
OH+CS channel is open under complexed conditions. If
the sulfur were attacked directly, it is hard to imagine the
hydrogen making its way to the oxygen.
(ii) The SH rotational distributions are similar under
bulk and complexed conditions, which is consistent with
minimal interaction of SH with the halogen. It will be
important to measurethe OCS-HI structure, since this can
provide the basis for a valuable comparison between photoinitiated reactions in OCS-HBr vs OCS-HI complexes.43
With BrH-OCS complexes, the SH+CO channel is most
likely accessedvia HCOS.
All of the experimental results suggest that DSCO is
very short lived. Reaction (2) proceedsfar above the wells
and barriers in the exit channel region, and therefore it is
unlikely that product excitations reflect the equilibrium
properties of the PES. Deuterium must be slowed considerably for reaction to occur, and SD rotational distributions reflect a small anisotropy of the exit channel interaction. Finally, we note that femtosecond resolution studies
of this system can assist greatly in establishing the mechanism in complexes.
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